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throughout. Again, custom-made transformers are
used, here with a toroidal transformer employed for the
power supply. The chassis is heavy gauge steel, f inished
with five coats of paint, hand rubbed and polished to
an immaculate (though understated) finish. lt boasts
high quality components throughout and comes with an
extraordinarily high quality remote control handset for
source selection, volume control and switching between
ultralinear or triode amplif ication. The remote control
also operates one of PrimaLuna's CD players.

In contrast - and considerably cheaper - is Pure
Sound's A30, somewhat uti l i tarian in appearance and
with its exposed valves looking decidedly minimalist.
Features are somewhat minimal too, with an on/off
rotary switch, manual volume control and rotary
selector to switch between just three l ine inputs. As
with the EAR there is no remote control operation. The
430 uses four Russian Electro Harmonix 6550 output
valves and a pair of 6N9Ps, a pair of 6N8Ps and a pair
of 5Z3Ps. lt might look uti l i tarian, but build quality is
fine and it 's a lot of amplif ier for the price. Like the
PrimaLuna it can be switched from ultralinear to triode
operation with a subsequent reduction in power output.

As with all i ts products, Shanling's STP-80 is
distinctively'retro' styled with a high quality of f inish
that belies its modest price. Using a complement of four
EL34 output valves and three 6N3P valves it features

'Primaluna might sound
Italian, but the company is
based in the Netherlands'
a dot-matrix VFD display on the front to show source
selection and volume sett ing. This can be dimmed
but not entirely defeated, while a bright blue'power
on' LED remains at ful l  br ightness at al l  t imes, which
some might f ind distract ing. Source selection is via
up/down buttons on the left-hand side of the top plate;

a switched-resistor volume control is governed by
matching up/down buttons on the right of the top plate.

While perhaps more a case of style over real-world
practicality, these controls matter not - as the amplifier
comes with a full-function remote control handset that
is pleasingly sol id and wil l  operate an entire Shanling
system, not just the STP-80.

Final ly we have Unison Research's P40 integrated,
employing a complement of four EL34s,

two ECC82s and a pair of
ECC83s. This Class AB model
lacks the distinctive wooden

case detai l ing of many Unison Research models and to

these eyes i t  looks a l i t t le 'clunky' in i ts styl ing, although
its purposeful and decidedly retro form was admired
by some visitors to my l istening room. Extremely heavy'

chunky rotary controls cover power on/off, source
selection and volume. Only the volume operates by
remote control,  Unison Research shipping the P40 with

a wooden-bodied handset that real ly doesn't  match the

ampli f ier. l t 's a handset for a Unison Research system,
festooned with about 30 identical t iny buttons of which
you wil l  use just two: volume up and volume down!

ft ansrcuc IN THE GLow
For auditioning, many enjoyable hours were spent
listening to all f ive amplif iers using my venerable
Townshend Rock Reference turntable with matching
Excalibur arm, currently f itted with Ortofon's sublime
Kontrapunkt MC cartridge. Phono stage was a Graham
Slee Projects' Cram Amp 3 Fanfare. Compact discs were
spun on Harman Kardon's recently introduced HD990

[see HFN May'09] alongside a Pioneer DV-868AV|
universal player used for playing SACDs and DVD-Audio
discs. Analogue and digital sources were connected to
each amp in turn using the same two sets of Townshend
DCT300 interconnects. Loudspeakers were Monitor
Audio P1300 floorstanders with 90dB sensitivity and
6ohm overall impedance. lmportantly the PL3OOs have
a smooth impedance curve that wil l minimise any big
swings in the valve amp/speaker system response.

Listening first to familiar CD tracks I began with
Diana Kraf l 's 'My Love ls'from 1997's Love Scenes

[f mpulse IMP'|2342]. Through EAR's 816 the bass intro
was full and rounded, but a touch soft with some lack
of 'slap'to the plucked strings. Moreover Diana Krall 's
voice sounded a touch lazy as if i t the edges had been

ABOVE:
PrimaLuna's
DiaLogue One
has five l ine
inputs and
a line-level
'Tape'output.

Additionally
there's a pre-
out/power amP
in terminal pair
that PrimaLuna
refer to as HT
Pass-Thru. So
as with the EAR
816 this allows
the DiaLogue
One to be used
to drive the
front speakers
in  a 'Home
Theater'(HT)
system
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over-polished. Whereas EAR amplifiers are renowned for
'not sounding l ike typical valve amps' I  thought that this
real ly did sound l ike one. l t  was rather laidback, mellow,
and oh-so-smooth.

Switching to the PrimaLuna DiaLogue One, the
sound was immediately more vibrant and crisp. Far
from lazy, Diana Kral l 's vocal displayed clearer dict ion,
alongside fast leading edges to the plucked bass str ings
that brought a real sense of occasion to the music.
The Primaluna added space and air to the image that
brought the track al ive. Similar in i ts tonal palette, Pure
Sound's 430 also sounded up-beat and quick-footed
with this Diana Kral l  track. l t  was lean compared with
the EAR, but as a consequence sounded fast and highly
detai led. I  noted i t  sounded a touch over-exhi larat ing in
upper mid frequencies - with a l i t t le 'edge'to the vocal
that might prove t ir ing long-term.

Switching to Shanling's STP-80 the double bass intro
was a touch leaner st i l l .  So too was Diana Kral l 's voice,
sounding nasal in comparison to the del ivery from the
other ampli f iers. Consonants in her vocal del ivery came
across with clean leading edges but her tone appeared
bleached of colour and the percussive f inger-cl icks
throughout the track had taken on an unreal character,
sounding l ike the 'clack' of wood blocks.

Final ly to the Unison Research P40. This del ivered
a pleasing enough twang to the plucked str ings of
the double bass while Diana's voice was both l ight
and simultaneously velvety in texture. But the image

'Fure Sound's 430 is
minimalisf in the extreme,
with just three line inputs'
seemed a l i t t le closed-in compared with the PrimaLuna,
Pure Sound and Shanling amps that had preceded i t .  l f
the EAR was to be described as ' lush',  so too was the
Unison Research in that i t  sounded fulsome in the lower
registers, with a darker shading than the Shanling, Pure
Sound and PrimaLuna models.

Staying with famil iar CD tracks I moved on to 'By The
Rivers Dark' from Leonard Cohen's Ien New Songs album

[Sony 5012022]. Listening to the EAR 816 i t  sounded
like the equivalent of a bold, ful l-blooded red wine. With
immensely powerful and robust bass l ines underpinning
this brooding track, the EAR seemed in i ts element:

Cohen's dar:k vocals were uncommonlV
clear and thrown to the fore of
the image, i f  to the detr iment of
del icate detai ls further back in

Gnow

ABOVE: Pure
Sound's 430 is
min imal is t  in
the extreme,
with no remote
control and
just three
line inputs. A
discreet toggle
switch on
the top plate
selects between
ultralinear
and triode
operation

the mix. The 816 wasn't as'open'-sounding as I 'd have
l iked, appearing a touch congested.

Swapping from the EAR to the Shanling this t ime,
i t  once again was demonstrably leaner but none the
worse foi i t  as the resultant audio picture was clear and
explici t ,  with more of a 3D image that better al lowed
one to pick out female voices and keyboard l ines far
back in the mix. Not as bold and powerful-sounding as
the EAR, i t  nevertheless sounded fast and clean. This
Cohen track is a dense mix of keyboards and backing
vocal l ines that can be swamped by Cohen's close-
miked, growling vocal del ivery and the composit ion's
over-the-top bass line. Where the EAR sounded a bit
cloying, the Shanling sounded more fresh and open.

SPII'[E.TINGIING
Things improved even further when switching to
the PrimaLuna. The Dialogue one delivered a high
resolution, detailed picture of this dense multi-
tracked recording, sounding loud and powerful and
simultaneously delicate and refined through the middle
and upper registers. lt demonstrated a spine-tingling
abil ity to convey really clean transients, with plenty of
air that allowed me to hear right into the dense mix.

Interestingly, when I moved on to Pure Sound's A30 it
threw out an uncommonly massive image that I hadn't
noticed from the A30 when playing the Diana Krall
track. I observed texture and detail in backing vocals
that had gone unnoticed with the EAR and Shanling.
Despite its price the Pure Sound wasn't put in the shade
by the PrimaLuna amplif ier either, lacking only in its
resolution of very fine background details that were
more easily discerned with the DiaLogue one.

In comparison Unison Research's P40 had a
tendency to sound overwhelming thanks to the
over-the-top low bass in this particular recording,
consequently it was less open-sounding in the midband. o
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Certainly I  was up close and personal with Cohen's
voice, while the depth and width of the image were
cornmendable indeed. However i t  required more effort
to l isten in to the subtle detai ls of keyboard f i l ls and the
female voices buried far back in the soundstage.

RAISING fiIE BAR
Curious to hear how this clutch of valve integrateds
might interpret sources recorded at high resolution I
spun up the Omnibus Wind Ensemble's Music of Frank
Zappa SACD [Opus 3, 19423} This is an audiophile
analogue recording from 1995, made using a simple
Blumlein single-point stereo microphone arrangement
which has captured a natural, unembellished sound of
real instruments in a natural acoustic. The dual-layered
hybrid SACD allows one to l isten to this recording at CD
quality and then switch to higher-res DSD quality on the
SACD layer. I 'm used to playing this disc to any visitors
curious to audition 'hi-res digital ', my system normally
more than capable of showing the difference between
the two layers on the disc.

None of these five integrateds truly did justice
to the SACD. Knowing that the SACD layer should
better portray the tonal colours and textures of the
instruments, with an increased sense of realism to the
musical event, all f ive amplif iers failed to show this in
the obvious manner to which I 'm accustomed. I could
oerceive subtle differences between the CD and SACD

'None of these f,ve vaive
integrateds truiy did justice
to the higher-res SACD'
layers because I've heard them before; had I not, I would
have been underwhelmed and could quite easily jump
to the conclusion that the differences are no more
than subtle, comprising merely a 'cosmetic'variation in
overall tonal shading.

Similarly I was a l itt le unimpressed when 'rocking

out'to a deeply unfashionable ageing rock classic from
Foreigner, 1981's Foreigner 4 album, remastered for
DVD-Audio in 2001 [Atlantic/Rhino 8122743669]. None
of these amplif iers demonstrated the 'chalk 'n' cheese'
difference that I 'm accustomed to when comparing
the CD with the 24-bitl96kHz DVD-A. Listening to the
pumping rhythm of 'Juke Box Hero' it is usually apparent
in an instant that the DVD-Audio disc makes the CD
version sound compressed and dynamically squashed,
the hi-res version demonstrating a sparkling realism
to cymbal crashes along with substantially better

dynamic attack to bass and drums. Of this group of

ampli f iers, only the EAR 816 and Primaluna DiaLogue

One did much just ice to the superiori ty of the DVD-A

remaster, the others tending to gloss over the enhanced
resolut ion of the 24/96 version.

Neil  Young's 1971 classic Harvest album is one of

the most fascinating DVD-As in my col lect ion [Reprise
9362-481 00-91. As well  as a 24196 mult ichannel stream
(that can be played in stereo, of course) i t  contains
a two-channel 24-bit l192kHz track taken from the
original stereo master used to cut the vinyl more than

40 years ago. When I f i rst acquired this disc I was taken

aback to discover that the 96kHz version actual ly
sounds better than the 1 92kHz version! You can hear

that for the mult ichannel version i t  has been remixed

and subsequently remastered from the recording's

mult i track tape - a generation back from the stereo
master taoe of 1971. This t ime even the EAR and
PrimaLuna fai led to portray the dif ference in clari ty that

I 'm used to hearing.

VINYI, ADDICTIONS
The majori ty of valve ampli f ier af icionados don't  need

me to tel l  them that there is musical magic hidden

within the depths of ' the black stuff ' .  Sure enough, as
I spent many hours ploughing through a selection of
favourite LPs (and a few 1 2in singles that haven't seen

dayl ight for a long while, from the l ikes of Depeche
Mode, Heaven 17 and Frankie Goes to Hollywood), not

one of these f ive ampli f iers left  me feel ing wanting
for much more when playing records. l f  you're of a
mind that that you need a pair of Krel l  monoblocks
to do just ice to the thumping, pumping bass l ines of
Frankie's 'Relax',  think again. Even the modest power of
Pure Sound's A30 proved more than enough to shake
the rafters without any feel ing of strain or dynamic
compression. And Crace Jones' 'Slave To The Rhythm'
sounded altogether more dynamic, powerful and o

ABOVE:
Shanling's
STP-80 has four
line inputs and
a fixed-level
l ine output
for recording
whatever source
is playing. The
supplied RC-09
handset allows
remote control
of volume and
source selection
-  and wi l l
also control a
Shanl ing CD/
SACD player. A
VFD on the front
panel displays
input selection
and volume
setting. lt can
be dimmed. but
not defeated
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organic on vinyl than my CD copy with i ts sibi lant, hard
edge and complete absence of the infrabass synth
notes that are cut into the vinyl release. The EAR 816
truly kicked with 'Slave To The Rhythm', as did the
Unison Research P40. Both models were at home with
the driving bass and percussion, while their smooth
character took any st ing out of the track's tendency
toward str idency. With such a heavi ly processed
electronic track the Primaluna fai led to shine quite so
much and the Shanling and Pure Sound amps sounded
a l i t t le anaemic and 'electronic'when quickly compared
back-to-back in this group.

EASY ON THE E,AR
Choosing a treasured copy of the LPO's Arno ld Overtures
2LP set as a reference source for analyt ical l istening

[Reference Recordings RR-48], this brightly- l i t  1 8-year-
old recording from Watford Town Hall sounded powerful

and majestic through the EAR. The opening minutes of
'A Sussex overture' had crispness as well  as del icacy,
sounding vivid, open, and transparent, with an easy-
on-the-ear qual i ty that managed not to exaggerate the
bright tonal qual i ty of the recording. With the Shanling
there was a lack of 'oomph'compared with the EAR,
although I felt  that the sharp rasp of the brass section
and crashing cymbals were better portrayed. Less
comfortable on the ear, perhaps, and l ighter in balance,
the Shanling sounded real ly expl ici t .

A valve amp can create a
musical experience full of
drama and ex'oression'

So too did the PrimaLuna, but with broader tonal
shading that made the brass sound palpably more real.
Moreover the shimmer of the cymbals wasn't  buried by
their ini t ial  'crash'.  The massive kett le drum had more of
the power and weight displayed by the EAR, as well .
Moving on to the Pure Sound, once again the A30
demonstrated i ts exceptional image width and depth
capabil i ty. l t  didn't  have the thunderous bass power

of EAR's 816 but i t  wasn't  far short,  being the equal of
the PrimaLuna. Meanwhile i t  had tremendous Dresence
through the midband that, unl ike the other amps,
brought the orchestra r ight into the room.

lf  I 'd been a l i t t le underwhelmed by the Unison
Research unti l  now, the P40 came into i ts own with this
LPO analogue recording. Along with bass power that
seemed the equal of the EAR, i t  unraveled layers of inner
detai l  to convey hal l  ambience and low-level dynamic

inf lect ions on a wide, deep soundstage, rendering this

wonderful audiophi le recording with start l ingly l i fel ike
real ism. Fabulous stuff.

Assuming that you don't  want to l isten at
extraordinari ly high sound pressure levels, and that
speaker load matching is careful ly attended to as well ,  a

valve ampli f ier can create a natural musical experience
ful l  of drama, expression and l istener involvement. Al l
five integrateds tested here displayed a seductively
l iquid sound character, r ich in texture and dynamic
expression along with a low fat igue factor that should
have you enjoying music for hours on end. Without
doubt each ampli f ier has i ts own 'character ' .  And each
amplif ier seems to vary depending on source material,
sounding better with simple recordings than with
dense, complicated tracks. Be prepared to invest t ime

audit ioning various types of music through your choice
of speakers before making a choice. The experience of a

special ist dealer must not be undervalued here.

HI.RES FUIT'RE
I  was disappointed to f ind that none of them ful ly
did just ice to higher resolut ion recordings. l f  you

feel that your entertainment future wil l  soon involve
downloading hi-res digital f i les you might be best
advised to consider ampli f iers other than these.

While i t 's common for LP lovers in part icular to
swear by valve ampli f iers, one can't  help feel ing that in

many instances - especial ly where l isteners complain
that CD sounds bleached and 'hard'- a valve ampli f ier
might prove a perfect tonic for tired ears. lf your system
becomes wearing after an evening's l istening, perhaps
you should consider investing in a sweet-sounding valve
ampli f ier such as one of these! G>

ABOVE: Unison
Research's P40
integrated has
four l ine inputs,
one fixed level
l ine output
labelled Tape,
and a variable
(preamp)
output
disingenuously
labelled Sub
(L+R) Out. As
with other
Unison Research
amplif iers,
there's a socket
for providing
power to the
company's
'Simply Phono'
add-on phono
stage

:Iiii':*
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VAI,VE AMPLIFIER VERDICT
With only three inputs and no remote
control the Pure Sound 430 is decidedly
minimalist and i ts exposed valves might
preclude i t  from some family households.
However, it represents excellent value
and d isp lays  fabu lous  spat ia l  imag ing
along with a fresh, 'open'sound character.
Less impressive in terms of image three-
dimensional i ty yet commendably fast and
engaging, Shanling's STP-80 also represents
very good value - i f  i ts sl ightly gregarious

styling doesn't put you off. lt comes with
full remote control operation, too. With the
two more expensive models in this group,
the Unison Research P40 and EAR 816, bass
was extended with good rhythmic drive on
appropriate recordings. But in my system
both models sounded a touch 'heavy',

albeit with a sense of authority that made
recordings of large-scale orchestral works
enthrall ing. From both of these amplif iers
I'd have liked a tad more presence and

sparkle. The P40 has remote control of,
volume, while the 816 is strictly'manual'.
This might be an important factor in any
purchasing decision unless you sit next to
your rack of kit. The star of the group was
the PrimaLuna Dialogue One. lts midrange
had a bit more presence than the others,
displaying a broad tonal palette that was
richly textured. With enough inputs to cover
most requirements and full remote control,
it is judged the best value of this group. {D

EAR 816
Despite its 'Class A operation,
power consumption still
increases from 285W (idle)
to 330w at its rated 2x50w
output. Power into lower
impedances is held to -30W

(-50W dynamic) via its Sohm
tap but at least distortion is
impressively loW just -0.05%

through upper bass and
midrange at  1Ow8ohm and
increasing to 1% at zokHz.
THD also increases gently with
output, from O.O2% at 1W 0.5%
at 50W and 4% at 75w8ohm.
These are exemplary figures
for a valve amp! Output
impedance was a little higher
than anticipated at -1.4ohm .
and an increase in white noise
(rather than hum) means the
A-wtd SiN is just 72d8. PM

Craph below: Dynamic poweroutput
into 8ohm (black),4ohm (red), 2ohm
{blue) and lohm (gfeen)

PRIMATUNA DIALOGUE 1
Rumour has it that the
Dialogue One is really a
Dialogue Two running with
EL34s rather than KT88s.
While the 2x50W maximum
power output (into both 8 and
4ohm) is the same, distortion
was certainly a lot higher
in this sample, particularly
through the right channel. At
10W8ohm distortion falls to
a minimum of 1.6% (left) and
3.2% (right) with a maximum of
7 .5% at zoHzl The high output
impedance is, er, higher still
at -5ohm and this \^/ill add
further colour by modifying
the amp/speaker response. The
A-wtd S/N is on par at 82dB (re.
OdBW), channel balance good
at 0.3d8 and separation also
satisfactory at >58d8. PM

Craph below: Dynamic power output
into Sohm {black),40hm (red) and
2ohm (blue)

PURE SOUND A3O SHANL!NG STP-80 UNISON RESEARCH P4O
Tested in ultralinear mode, the
A30 shows a distortion trend
that increases uniformly with
output, so the amp achieves
around 2x2ow at 1 % THD and
2x35W at 2% THD. lt even
maintains some 2x25W at
20H2. The A30 is a true Class
A design and eats around
260W from the wall at idle or
full output, but it's also very
slightly'buzzy' with extended
PSU harmonics (up to 2kHz)
compromising the overall
78.5dB SiN ratio. Distortion
is high at bass frequencies on
the left channel but otherwlse
hits a minimum of 'O,2% at
1 00Hz and a max. of 

'1.85% at
20kHz. The 1.5-2.4ohm output
impedance will incur a variable
resp. with some speakers. PM

Craph below: Dynamic power output
into 8ohm (black),4ohm (red), 2ohm
(blue) and lohm {greeo)

Cain is a high +44d8 but
there's no shortfall in power
from the STP-80 which meets
its 2x35W specification at a
good 2x47W into both 8 and
4ohm loads via its 8 and 4ohm
taps, respectively. Nevertheless
the amp does not better the
<0.1% THD quoted in the
manual. In fact distortion never
falls to 0.1% from 1-40W and
is typically 0.2% (right channel)
and O.45% (left channel) from
2OHz-1okHz, rising at higher
frequencies. We've seen this
difierence in L/R distortion
'character' in several previous
Shanling products, but at
least the 10.1 dB response,
-0.65ohm output impedance
and 79dB A-wtd SIN are
consistent between L/R. PM

CEph below: Dynamic poweroutput
into 80hm (black),4ohm (red), 2ohm
{blue) and lohm {green)

This ultralinear-mode valve
amplifier is capable of
sustaining 2x59W into 8/4ohm
loads (only 50W dynamic)
through the midrange and,
thanks to its substantial outPut
transformers, down to as low
as 20Hz in the bass. The single
output tap is rated at 6ohm
and offers a practical source
impedance of  1.3-1.5ohm
which will incur some response
irregularities according to the
speaker load.

Into a non-reactive 8ohm,
the response is -1 .1 dB/20kHz
with distortion around 0.5%
up to 1OkHz, beyond which it
quickly increases above 1 %. The
P40 is the 'quietest' amp in our
test with an A.wtd S/N ratio of
85dB (re. OdBW). PM

Craph below: Dynamic power outPut
into Sohm (black),4ohm (red) and
2ohm {blue)
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TEST PAMMETERS / MODET EAR8L6 PRIMALUNA DIALOGUE 1 PURESOUNDA3O SHANL1NG STP.8O UNISON RESEARCH P4O

Power output (< I % IH D, B /4oh m) 2x55W / 2x29W 2x50W /  2x50W 2x35W /  2x38W 2x4aw | 2x47w 2x5BW /  2x5BW

Dynamic power (B lal2llohm) 6 6 w / 4 B W / 2 3 W / l o w 7 2 W l 7 1 w l 1 3 W 4 3 W l 4 2 W l 4 O W l 1 4 w s 3 w / s 2 w l 5 4 w l 4 6 W 5 o w i 5 0 w / e w

Output impedance l2OHz-2OkHz) 1.22-2.7oohm 5.05-5 .35ohm 1.5-2 .4ohm 0.60-0.65ohm 1 . 2 9 - l . 3 6 o h m

Frequency response (20H2-2okHz) -0 .3d8to  l .25dB -0.55d8 to -0.45d8 -0 .25d8 to  -0 .30dB -0 .1  dB to  -1 .2d  B -0 .1  dB to  -1 .1  dB

Distortion {20H2'2okHz at l0W) 0.043-1.0% 1.6-3.2% {3.2-7.5% R cnJ 0.21  -1 .85% 0.95-1 .0% (0 .17-0 .8% R ch) 0 .32-1 .30%

A-wtd S/N ratio (re.odBW) 72.OdB 82.3d8 78.5d8 78.9dB 84.9d8

Stereo separation (20H2-20kHz) > 5 0 d 8 > 5 8 d 8 > 5 5 d 8 > 6 0 d 8 48dB
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